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Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:

- Basket making -- Chemakum
- Basket making -- Clallam
- Basket making -- Twana
- Body decoration, adornment, and mutilations -- Chemakum
- Body decoration, adornment, and mutilations -- Clallam
- Body decoration, adornment, and mutilations -- Twana
- Cannibalism -- Chemakum
- Cannibalism -- Clallam
- Cannibalism -- Twana
- Children and childbirth -- Chemakum
- Children and childbirth -- Clallam
- Children and childbirth -- Twana
- Chimakum
- Chinook
- Clallam (Klallam)
- Clothing -- Chemakum
- Clothing -- Clallam
- Clothing -- Twana
- Dance -- Chemakum
- Dance -- Clallam
- Dance -- Twana
- Drugs -- Chemakum
- Drugs -- Clallam
- Drugs -- Twana
- Fishing -- Chemakum
- Fishing -- Clallam
- Fishing -- Twana
- Food preparation -- Chemakum
- Food preparation -- Clallam
- Food preparation -- Twana
- Gambling -- Chemakum
Gambling -- Clallam
Gambling -- Twana
Games and toys -- Chemakum
Games and toys -- Clallam
Games and toys -- Twana
Hide preparation -- Chemakum
Hide preparation -- Clallam
Hide preparation -- Twana
Hunting -- Chemakum
Hunting -- Clallam
Hunting -- Twana
Indians of North America -- Northwest Coast of North America
Indians of North America -- Plateau
Klallam (Clallam)
Language and languages -- Documentation
Marriage and family -- Chemakum
Marriage and family -- Clallam
Marriage and family -- Twana
Masks -- Chemakum
Masks -- Clallam
Masks -- Twana
Medicine -- Chemakum
Medicine -- Clallam
Medicine -- Twana
Mortuary customs -- Chemakum
Mortuary customs -- Clallam
Mortuary customs -- Twana
Music -- Chemakum
Music -- Clallam
Music -- Twana
Names, place -- Chemakum
Names, place -- Clallam
Names, place -- Twana
Names, tribal -- Chemakum
Names, tribal -- Clallam
Names, tribal -- Twana
Numbers -- Chemakum
Numbers -- Clallam
Numbers -- Twana
Oratory -- Chemakum
Oratory -- Clallam
Oratory -- Twana
Pipes -- Chemakum
Pipes -- Clallam
Pipes -- Twana
Potlatch -- Chemakum
Potlatch -- Clallam
Potlatch -- Twana
Puberty rites -- Chemakum
Puberty rites -- Clallam
Puberty rites -- Twana
Religion -- Chemakum
Religion -- Clallam
Religion -- Twana
Sweat house -- Twana
Time -- Chemakum
Time -- Clallam
Time -- Twana
Transportation -- Chemakum
Transportation -- Clallam
Transportation -- Twana
Twana
War -- Chemakum
War -- Clallam
War -- Twana
Weapons
Weapons -- Chemakum
Weapons -- Clallam
Weapons -- Twana
Woodwork and wood carving -- Chemakum
Woodwork and wood carving -- Clallam
Woodwork and wood carving -- Twana

Cultures:

Chimakum
Chinook
Indians of North America -- Northwest Coast of North America
Indians of North America -- Plateau
Klallam (Clallam)
Twana